Leianne McCallum started her wonderful quilting hobby when she moved to Ontario in 2001. She is
excited to share her knowledge through classes, quilt shows and working at Quilters Cupboard in
Uxbridge. She also enjoys teaching workshops and presenting “trunk shows” for Quilt Guilds.
Her discovery of the accuracy of the Studio 180 Design tools created by Deb Tucker led her down an
amazing path, and they are a perfect fit for sharing with students. Her first Tucker tool was the Rapid
Fire Lemoyne Star, and now some might call her “star obsessed”. They don’t mean movie stars! She is
an equal opportunity quilter however with lots of other designs catching her eye, not just stars. Leianne
owns all of the Studio 180 Design tools and the large variety of technique sheets available that expand
the use of each tool. She loves to share how they will help you achieve successful results in your piecing
patterns. Leading close to 60 students through a year-long Tucker University program at Quilters
Cupboard has shown her students just how amazing these tools are. Plus, the Club Classes are a
fabulous way to share time with great friends, new and old!
There are many patterns and quilts she has made, and many more yet to discover. She looks forward to
new challenges and believes we should all learn something new every day, so why not let that be
quilting related?!

RULER AND PATTERN INFO: You will need the V Block ruler from Deb Tucker’s Studio 180 design in order to
participate in Leianne’s workshop in April. Leianne will have the rulers available for purchase at the guild meeting
on Thursday (April 11th) and at the workshop on April 12th. The cost of the ruler is $31.49 plus HST ($4.09) for a
total of $35.58. This price includes a 10% discount offered by Quilters Cupboard. If you would prefer to purchase
the ruler ahead of time, Thimbles and Things in Orillia and Country Concessions in Cookstown usually carry some
of the Studio 180 rulers.
Leianne will have the patterns available for purchase at the guild meeting and workshop, as well. Once you have
signed up, Leianne will provide you with the class prep and fabric requirements for ALL of the patterns. That gives
you time to decide which project you would like to work on at the workshop. Pattern pricing is as follows:
Doubly Charmed - $17.99 - 10% = $16.19 plus HST
Tumbling Triangles - $17.99 - 10% = $16.19 plus HST
Patio Lanterns - $9.99 - 10% = $8.99 plus HST
V’s on Parade - $4.99 - 10% = $4.49 plus HST
Firelights Lane - quilt - $13.99 - 10% = $12.59 plus HST
Firelights Lane - mini - $9.99 - 10% = $8.99 plus HST
WORKSHOP FEE: Just a reminder that the workshop fee for guild members is $30 for the day.
We’re looking forward to a great 2 days with Leianne! There are a limited number of spaces in the workshop.
Your first opportunity to register for the workshop is at February’s guild meeting.

